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What Is The Relationship Between Viruses And The
Urban Condition?
Prof David Harvey, distinguished Professor of
anthropology and geography (CUNY) has argued that
he,
“had long refused the idea of “nature” as outside of
and separate from culture, economy and daily life…
there is, from this standpoint, no such thing as a truly
natural disaster. Viruses mutate all of the time to be
sure. But the circumstances in which a mutation
becomes life-threatening depend on human actions.”

Why should the COVID-19 pandemic should be
viewed through an “urban lens”?
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Quantitative Imperative?
• + 90% of all global COVID-19
cases is urban - affects 2550
cities
• In May 2020, the 2 most
urbanized provinces (WC &
GP) made up 78% of COVID19 infection cases in SA

• Slum dwellers: 23,9% of urban
residents globally, 56,2% of
SSA’s urban population and
13,9% of SA’s urban residents

Qualitative Imperative?
• World Bank data: 166 countries
showed a spike in global poverty
linked to COVID-19: 40-60 million
people estimated to be pushed
into extreme poverty
• Since outbreak, violence against
women and girls has intensified

• In February 2020, China’s
discharge of CO2 fell by 25%,
compared to same period in
2019

Structural-Systemic Imperative?
• Cities are global nodes and
transmission belts of capitalism & the
COVID-19 pandemic
• Harvey: COVID-19 crisis is
shadowing global capitalism &
exhibits the characteristics of a class,
gendered and racialized pandemic
• Italian outbreak - sent ripples through
the global capitalist system & in
March 2020, saw a net devaluation of
30% of stock markets worldwide

• Joseph Stiglitz: COVID19 shown that market
fundamentalism
ultimately poses an
existential risk to
capitalism
• Not all urban spaces
equal before COVID-19,
neither are they under
COVID-19, nor will they
be post-COVID-19

Post-COVID-19 Urban Praxis Imperative ?
• COVID-19: opportune moment to
critically reflect on the history,
nature, role, techniques and
impact of urban planning as an
intellectual and professional
movement

• What lessons might the history
of modern urban planning
teach us in navigating the
current pandemic and the
period beyond?

20th CENTURY URBAN PLANNING
MOVEMENTS
1. Mass suburbanization enabled by new
transport technologies in the early
1900s
2. The Garden City Movement and its
New Towns (1900 – 1940)
3. The Regional Planning movement
(1900 – 1940)
4. The City Beautiful Movement (1900 –
1945)
5. The Cities of Towers and Corbusian
Radiant City Movement (1920-1970)
6. The Community Design Movement
(1970s and 1980s)
7. The City on the Highway and the
Automobile City (1930-1987)
8. The City of Theory (1955-1987)
9. The City of Enterprise (1975-2000)
10.The Global Informational City and the
City of the Tarnished (1990-2010)
11.The City of the Permanent Underclass
and Enduring Slums.

COVID-19: rekindled the focus & relevance of
“density” & “densification”
• World Cities Report of UNCato Institute (US):
Habitat (2016):
“… stop encouraging
“Densification has many
densification. Stop
advantages: more people
subsidizing transit‐oriented
on the street (which
developments. Stop
usually offers a safer
demanding that
environment), more shops,
single‐family
more amenities, more
neighborhoods be rezoned
choice, more efficient
for denser housing …
mass transit, higher
Abolish urban‐growth
property values…also
boundaries…”
produces a larger
municipal tax base...”

Should densification continue to be an appropriate
Urban Planning Tool Post-COVID-19?
Why densification post-COVID? In 1960s Jane Jacobs, urban
activist, argued for a
1.Decentralization of basic services
distinction between
2.Higher densities support higher
densification & overcrowding:
grade quality public services
“…
dense
concentrations
of
3.Possibilities of “herd immunity”
people are one of the
4.Slums: absence of basic & decent
necessary conditions for
services is the problem
flourishing city diversity …
high densities of dwellings
5.Creative urban design solutions
& overcrowding of dwellings
6.Civil society area-based COVID-19
are
often
confused.”
risk-based interventions

What must be done?
Diseases and epidemics
opportunistically exploit
human-made conditions.
Nexus between COVID-19
& our urban condition
compels us to imagine &
build an alternative, more
equitable & sustainable
anti-capitalist urban future.
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New “dedensification”
speculative
property
developments
Greater use of
technology in all
areas of urban
life
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urban middle &
working classes
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urban resilience and
disaster management
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